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1 Appendix

1.1 Descriptive migration patterns in Colombia

The number of migrations of each person is computed. Only observations which were
kept through the filtering process are analysed. Thus, the database consists of 3,260,544
individuals. In total, there were 1,427,110migrations detected (Figure 9), frequently be-
tween large or nearby cities. On average, a personmoved 0.438 times during the eight
transitions between two consecutive years that we observe. Yet, from the individuals
observed, 2,517,648 never moved, meaning that 77.2% of the population. If migra-
tion happened randomly between individuals, we would observe that 64.5% of them
never moved (assuming a Poisson distribution with rate 0.438) so it means that we are
observing a pattern and it is indeed concentrated.

1.2 Concentration of migration

Many movements are between the large urban areas, although the countryside and
medium and small cities are relevant as well (Figure 2). The largest 16 urban areas in
Colombia have 54% of the population of the country (27 million people) and 32% of
the observed internal migration in Colombia is between any pair of them, an additional
34% is between the largest cities and to and from the countryside and 21% is from one
of the largest 16 urban areas to and from the other small andmedium size cities (so that
87% of the migration is a large city as the origin, the destination or both). The medium
and small size cities (46) have 14% of the population of the country (7 million people)
and 38% of themigration detected has a small city, either as origin, destination or both.
Movements inside the countryside are not detected with our method, but 43% of the
migration detected has the countryside either as origin or as the destination.

Reciprocal migration between pairs of cities is an relevant aspect of the internal
movements of people in Colombia (as it has been observed before in China (1)). The
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Figure 1: Observed migration between the 62 cities in Colombia between 2008 and
2016. Thicker and darker links represent a highermigration flow between the two cities.

average discrepancy between the number of movements from cityA to cityB and from
B to A is 40.8 movements and a median of 2, meaning that the flows of individuals are
highly reciprocal. Equivalently, the correlation between the flow from A to B, for each
pair of cities is 0.9975.

The network formed by all the people show that the movement between certain
pairs of cities is highly frequent. In total, the top 5% of the edges concentrate 83.3%
of the weight of the network, meaning that 195 pairs (including, for example, Bogotá
- Medellín, Calí - Medellín and Medellín - Bogotá) concentrate 5 out of 6 migrations
in Colombia. The network is also sparse, since 21% of the edges have a weight equal
to zero (meaning that no person moved between that specific pair of cities) and 71%
of the edges have a weight smaller than 33 (which means at least one migration from
every 100,000 inhabitants). As expected, larger cities have more outflow and inflow
migration, although that does not mean that on a per capita basis they are more mi-
gratory than smaller cities (5).

The concentration of migration at an individual level gives 0.7206, where a higher
value means more concentration of migration, which indicates that most of the mi-
gration process is carried by a few individuals. Still, considering the concentration for
distinct groups shows that the highest concentration is observed among the mature
and female populations (Table 1).
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Figure 2: Migration diagram showing the outflow and inflow of migration. Outflow is
closer to the origin city the inflow has a large space to the destination, as designed to
express migration flows by Nikola Sander and Guy J. Abel (2) using R (3; 4).
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Group Concentration
All 0.7206

Female 0.7501
Male 0.6966
Mature 0.7942
Young 0.6485

Low income 0.7307
High income 0.7162

Table 1: Concentration of migration for distinct profiles. A value close to zero means
an homogeneous rate, observed if all individuals have a similar migration rate. Higher
values means more concentration, so that a few individuals concentrate most of the
migration rate of the population.

Figure 3: Observed travelled distance by people who moved between the 62 cities
against a random sampling from pairs of cities. In total 500 samples were considered,
giving the interval between 464.7 and 466.5 kilometres (which is a small interval due to
the large number of migrants considered).

1.3 Distance matters

Physical distance has a negative effect on migration (6; 7; 8) and so short distance
movements are highly frequent (9; 10; 11). For instance, there are more movements
than expected between Duitama and Sogamoso (cities at a distance of 18 kilometres),
between Cali and Buga (at a distance of 56 kilometres), between Bucaramanga and
Barrancabermeja (at a distance of 80 kilometres) or between Ibagué and Espinal (at
a distance of 50 kilometres). The average geodesic distance travelled by migrants is
224.8 kilometres, less than half of the expected distance if migrants choose a city ran-
domly (Figure 3), in which they would expect to travel 465.6 kilometres on average.
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1.4 A year of formal employees in Colombia

To put into context the different migration profiles, a year of the mobility of people
in Colombia is described. From one year to the next one, our results show that from
1,000 formal employees in Colombia, 50 will move and 950 will stay in their location.
From the 50 migrations that would occur that year, 38 will be returning to a previously
lived city, but 12 will be exploring a new location.

In terms of gender, from one year to the next one, from 1,000 men, 60 will move to
another city and from them, 44 will be returning to a previously-lived city and 16 men
will be exploring a new city. From 1,000 women, 34 will move and from them, 28 will be
returning to a previously lived city and only 6 will be exploring a new location (nearly
one-third of the men who will move to a new city).

In terms of age, from 1,000 young individuals, 65 will move from one year to the
next one, where 38 of them will be returning but 27 young people will be exploring a
new city. From 1,000 mature individuals, 35 will move from one year to the next one,
from which 27 will be returning and 8 will be exploring a new location.

1.5 Observed and modelled motifs of migration

Table 2 has the frequency of the top 30 motifs, from the 20,374 different motifs ob-
served.

1.6 Age divide by the median

The 25% youngest and the 25% mature groups were considered for constructing the
age divide. A similar analysis, dividing the population by the median (42.9 years) in-
stead of considering the extremes, shows similar -although less pronounced- results.
In that case, both populations can be subdivided into k̂ = 3 groups and both popula-
tions have a sizeable stayer group (73.9% of the mature population, but only 64.3% of
the young population) which does not move. Both populations have supermigrants,
with a group size of 2.3 and 2.4%. The young population is 54% more migratory than
the mature population and the mature population is 3% more likely to return.
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Signature Observed Poisson return Return model Null model
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